**TOP 10 THINGS TO KNOW**

**ABOUT THE NEW INDIANA DRIVER’S LICENSE, PERMIT, AND IDS**

1. Current credentials are still valid – check your expiration date. Your current Indiana license, permit, or ID is valid until the expiration date printed on the card.

2. Black & white photo featuring a laser engraved personal image.

3. Tactile features – raised areas of the card for rapid inspection.

4. UV features – inks have special properties used to authenticate the card.

5. Dynamic look-through element – provides an image of the card carrier no matter which side of the card you are reading.

6. Horizontal and vertical card – differentiates adult and minor cards.

7. Indiana-focused imagery – race car for Driver’s Licenses and a cardinal indicator for IDs.

8. Information on the card is better organized – no overlapping printing making it easier to find your expiration date and birth date.

9. Easier to find and read information indicators – veteran status, medical indicators, donor status, etc.

10. Stronger material – longer-lasting card.

Taking security to the Next Level